
INTRODUCTION

A substantial acceleration of the process
homogenising (and especially the removal of gas bub-
bles and seeds) of the glass melt will result in a decrease
in the energy consumption and ensures the high melting
performance of glass-melting furnaces or facilitates
their miniaturisation. The bubble-removal process (fin-
ing) is one of the crucial processes in glass production.
In the course of fining, bubbles should be effectively
removed from the melt. This can be accomplished by
either dissolution or separation (removal) of the rising
and growing bubbles from the melt by the buoyancy
force. Some possibilities to improve the separation
(here is meant not dissolution of bubbles but removal)
of the bubbles from the melt include the common use of
refining agents, the saturation of the glass by rapidly
diffusing gasses [1], the application of reduced pressure
[2-5], and the application of external forces such as
supersonic waves [6], surface force [7-8] and centrifu-
gal force [9-13]. When a rotating cylinder in vertical

position, fed with molten glass, (see the schematic
Figure 1) is applied for fining, the rapid removal of the
bubbles having diameters between 3×10-5 – 8×10-4 m
from a continuous rotating cylinder is claimed. How-
ever, no exact knowledge exists about behaviour of
single bubbles in the centrifugal field under different
fining conditions. The aim of this work is the detailed
examination of single-bubble behaviour by a modelling
approach (the experimental laboratory investigations
are also prepared) by the influence of the centrifugal
force in a rotating cylinder, working in discontinuous
regime and filled with molten glass, and to find opti-
mum process parameters (rotation speed, size, tempera-
ture, filling by the molten glass) suitable for industrial
application. 

A model describing the behaviour of a single bub-
ble (movements, growth or shrinkage) in a molten glass
under the influence of centrifugal forces has been de-
signed [14]. The very first calculations indicated a sig-
nificant influence of the cylinder size [15], temperature
and rotation velocity [16]. An increase in efficiency
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seemed to have been obtained through the partial filling
of the cylinder, which confirmed the results of previous
calculations where it was shown that the centrifuging
efficiency on fining of the melt in the partially filled
cylinder will be increased when the cylinder radius is
increased and when the thickness of glass layer inside
the cylinder becomes thinner [15].

The complex study being presented deals with the
effect of temperature, pressure, the bubble's initial com-
position, cylinder-rotation velocity, cylinder radius and
the degree to which the cylinder is filled with the melt
on the bubble-removal process in the cylinder. The
mechanisms of complete dissolution of the bubble or its
separation (removal) by centrifuging are discussed and
the general conditions for the bubble removal in the
centrifugal field are derived from the results of the mod-
elling studies.

THEORETICAL

In the gravitational field and quiescent glass melt,
the bubble rises to the glass level. Gases will diffuse in
or out of the bubble depending on the gas-concentration
gradient on the bubble surface. When the centrifugal
force is applied, 
a) the pressure inside the bubble considerably increases

(especially at the cylinder wall), and 
b) the bubble starts to move from the wall in the direc-

tion of the rotation centre. 

As a consequence of this increase in pressure, the
bubble having the initial radius a0 (at given temperature
and normal pressure) tends to shrink and the bubble
motion towards the cylinder centre decelerates. The
bubble shrinkage is caused not only by gas contraction
but also by the potential diffusion of the gases in the
melt. The bubble behaviour is thus dependent also on
the conditions of the diffusion process, such as tempe-
rature, the diffusion coefficient of the gas in question in
the molten glass (only temperature dependence of the
diffusion coefficients is considered), the total gas con-
centration in the melt as well as the initial bubble com-
position. The decreasing pressure during the bubble's
drifting towards the cylinder axis supports the bubble's
growth but the effect of the centrifugal force on bubble
centrifuging decreases. The separation or removal effi-
ciency of the bubble by the centrifugal force is hence
generally determined by two counteracting effects: the
local pressures inside the bubble will increase and will
lead to bubble shrinkage and in some cases complete
dissolution and, the local centrifugal acceleration will
lead to fast movements of the bubble (with lower densi-
ty) relative to the glass melt to the glass melt-furnace
atmosphere interface.  The shrinkage of the bubbles will
counteract the removal of bubbles by the separation
process.  Both effects (shrinkage or dissolution and
bubble movement) also increase with the cylinder-rota-
tion velocity. 

We have created a model that describes the bubble
behaviour (change of radius and movement in the melt)
in the melt inside a rotating cylinder. This model is
described in detail in [14]. At isothermal conditions, the
radius change of the bubble in the rotating cylinder is
given by the equation

(1a,b)

whereas for the pressure of the i-th gas inside the bub-
ble, it holds that

(2)

where a is the bubble radius, τ is time, ρ and η are the
glass density and viscosity, pex is the external pressure,
h´ is the depth of the bubble below the glass level, σ is
the surface tension of the glass, ω is the angular rotation
velocity of the cylinder [radials/s], r is the bubble dis-
tance from from the centre axis of the cylinder, ki is the
mass-transfer coefficient of the i-th gas, cib and cia are
respectively the bulk and bubble surface concentrations
of the i-th gas dissolved in the glass melt (cib is consi-
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Figure 1.  The schematic representation of the rotating cylinder
with the bubble position in the melt.



dered constant with time), rl (h) is the variable radial
coordinate of the curved glass level in the depth h below
the cylinder top (with the cylinder being only partially
filled with glass). 

Calculation Conditions

The glass for TV panels was used as the model
glass, because the diffusion and solubility data of the
individual gases were available from recent measure-
ments. The glass and gas properties necessary to model
the bubble behaviour are summarised in [16]. The
following parameters have been applied:

t = 1300, 1400 and 1500°C, pex = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and
1 bar, ω ∈ 〈10; 400 s-1〉, a0 = 5×10-5, 1×10-4, 3×10-4,
4×10-4, 5×10-4 and 6×10-4 m, r0, R0 = 0.04, 0.25 and
0.5 m, V/V0 = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 0.95, h0 = 0.5 m.

In the calculation, t is temperature, a0 is the initial
bubble radius, r0 is the initial radial position of the
bubble, R0 is the cylinder radius, V0 and V are the cylin-
der volume and the volume of the glass melt in the
cylinder and h0 is the height of the rotating cylinder.

The assumed initial gas content of the bubbles
corresponds to the bubble composition in these melts
under certain conditions and at constant temperature
after some time elapses and the bubble size and compo-
sition remaining almost constant as long as the condi-
tions are also constant. The initial stationary bubble
compositions at temperatures of 1300-1500°C and a
pressure of 1bar in the TV glass fined by antimony
oxide (case I) or without any fining agent and dissolved
water (case II) are given in Table 1.

RESULTS OF BUBBLE MODELLING

Due to the effect of pressure on the gas transport
between the bubbles and the melt, two mechanisms
of bubble removal are possible, both can take place at
certain conditions as it has been confirmed by our
modelling: bubble centrifuging (separation and bubble
removal) towards the cylinder centre and complete
bubble dissolution in the molten glass. As may be assu-
med, only small bubbles at high rotation velocities and
starting from positions characterised by a great radial
distance may be completely dissolved in the melt.
Recent modelling results have also indicated that the
initial composition of bubbles and temperature depen-
dent solubility of gases in the melt play a significant
role in the prime mechanism of bubble removal and,
consequently, in the bubble-removal times [15]. Gener-
ally, those bubbles containing a well soluble gas with
a high diffusion coefficient and low bulk concentration
in the melt dissolve easily (especially at high local
pressures). The concentration of chemically soluble
gases in glass melts depends on the temperature and
glass composition (the concentration of fining agents,
for example); subsequently, the mechanism of bubble
removal by centrifuging also depends on the mentioned
parameters. Therefore, such bubbles that contain fining
gas, like the above-mentioned oxygen in our case, easi-
ly dissolve in glass at low temperatures but mostly
grow or only slowly dissolve at high temperatures. The
bubbles containing gases, that are only hardly soluble in
the melt, e.g. nitrogen, dissolve only slowly at higher
rotation velocities. The multicomponent bubbles gene-
rally exhibit a low tendency to dissolve completely as
the concentrations of the individual gases on the bubble
boundary are proportional to the gas content in the
bubble. Table 2 below is useful for a preliminary com-
parison of the roles of dissolution and separation me-
chanisms of various types of bubbles. The table pro-
vides the number of bubbles, which showed the maxi-
mum removal/dissolution times at the given tempera-
ture (regardless of the cylinder rotation velocity) and
with the given initial bubble composition. The value
attained for the bubble which began at the cylinder bot-
tom and near the cylinder circumference is hereinafter
covered by the term 'maximum bubble-removal time',
τmax. Three categories of these mechanisms have been
distinguished: the complete bubble dissolution, the re-
moval of almost dissolved bubbles by separation and
the separation of insoluble bubbles to the cylinder
centre. The first two categories indicate dissolution as a
controlling mechanism. The results in Table 2 suggest
that the complete and almost complete dissolution
(43 bubbles) were most frequently the slowest mecha-
nisms with respect to the centrifuging of undissolved
bubbles (17 bubbles). The value of the actual maximum
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Table 1.  The initial bubble stationary composition at tempera-
tures 1300-1500°C and pressure 1 bar in the TV glass refined
by antimony oxide (case I) and in the glass without any refin-
ing agent, melted from dry raw materials (case II).

gas (vol. %)
case I CO2 N2 Ar O2 H2O
1300°C 23.6 23.2 0.073 28.3 24.9
1400°C 4.0 3.2 0.009 66.7 26.1
1500°C 2.0 1.5 0.004 69.4 27.0

gas (vol. %)
case II CO2 N2 Ar O2 H2O
1300°C 26.0 71.0 0.69 2.3 0
1400°C 37.9 51.8 0.71 9.7 0
1500°C 49.9 32.3 0.69 17.1 0



bubble-removal time (determined below) by the mecha-
nism of complete bubble dissolution relates however to
defined bubble initial radius (which will be determined
later in this work for some cases) and should in fact be
higher than has been calculated here for bubbles of a
selected initial size. Therefore, the separation of bub-
bles by centrifuging ought to be intuitively preferred to
the complete bubble dissolution mechanism. 

The following figures present the dependences
between the maximum bubble-removal times (both by
separation from the melt and complete dissolution) and
the cylinder-angular velocities for bubbles starting from
the bottom part and the wall (circumference) of the
cylinder under various temperatures, pressures, initial
glass compositions, cylinder radii and for different
degrees to which the cylinder is filled with glass. The
complete bubble dissolution is always designated by an
asterisk (the actual maximum values are higher, as will
be shown later). The example of results involving the
maximum bubble-removal times as a function of the
cylinder-angular velocity for the whole range of multi-
component bubble sizes and for case I (bubbles in glass
with a fining agent, see Table 1) and for a temperature
of 1400°C are shown in Figure 2. As shown by this
figure, minima and maxima of τmax versus cylinder an-
gular velocity occur on the curves for the two smallest
bubbles sizes. The same dependence of the maximum
bubble-removal times, τmax, for the smallest bubbles
having an initial radius of 5×10-5 m and for temperatures
of 1300-1500°C is depicted in Figure 3. The apparent
small shifts of the minima to larger ω-values at increa-
sing temperature will be discussed later. The typical
changes of bubble composition and radius after the

pressure due rotation set in the cylinder and during cen-
trifuging are presented in Figures 4a,b. The initial
decrease in the concentrations of the gases dissolved
in the melt (oxygen, water vapour, carbon dioxide) is
caused by their diffusion out of the bubble (as arises
from Figure 4a) and accompanied by a small decrease in
the bubble size (as can be seen in Figure 4b). However,
the rapid decrease of pressure inside the bubble during
centrifuging, as the bubble moves to the cylinder centre
axis, causes the backward diffusion of gases into the
bubble while the bubble radius grows, due to both the
pressure release and gas diffusion. The character of bub-
ble behaviour is thus influenced by the process condi-
tions, leading sometimes to complete bubble dissolution
in the glass. The impact of the various external pres-
sures on the dependence between the maximum bubble-
removal time and the cylinder-angle velocity for very
small bubbles with a0 = 5×10-5 m is clear from Figure 5.
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Figure 2.  The dependence between τmax and the cylinder an-
gular velocity ω (0-200 s-1) at 1400°C, pex = 1 bar, case I,
a0 = 5×10-5; 1×10-4; 2×10-4; 3×10-4; 5×10-4 m, R0 = 0.25 m,
V/V0 = 0.5. Asterisks mark the bubble complete dissolution.
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Figure 3.  The dependence between τmax and the cylinder angu-
lar velocity ω (0-200 s-1) at 1300, 1400 and 1500°C, pex = 1 bar,
a0 = 5×10-5, R0 = 0.25 m, V/V0 = 0.5. Asterisks mark the bubble
complete dissolution. Effect of temperature. 
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Table 2.  The numbers of the bubbles showing the maximum
bubble-removal times according to their removal mechanism,
pex = 1 bar, R0 = 0.25 m, V/V0 = 0.5, all calculated rotation velo-
cities of the cylinder involved.
Number of bubbles showing the maximum bubble-removal
times (longest lasting bubbles)
initial bubble completely almost dissolved separated
composition dissolved separated bubble bubble

bubble

oxygen, 1300°C 2 3 0
oxygen, 1400°C 3 1 1
oxygen, 1500°C 1 2 2
CO2, 1300°C 5 0 0
CO2, 1400°C 3 1 1
CO2, 1500°C 5 0 0
N2, 1300°C 2 1 2
N2, 1400°C 3 2 0
N2, 1500°C 5 0 0
case I, 1300°C 2 0 3
case I, 1400°C 1 0 4
case I, 1500°C 1 0 4
total 33 10 17



Also a distinct decrease in τmax with pressure can be
observed; the minimum remains in approximately the
same position. An alternative bubble composition is
obtained if the fining agent is absent from the glass and
dry raw materials are used for melting. Bubbles contain
mainly carbon dioxide and nitrogen, the second of
which is hardly soluble in oxidized glass melts. It may
therefore be expected that gas diffusion out of the bub-
bles would be suppressed, which would also hold true
for bubble dissolution. The results for the mentioned
initial bubble composition (case II) at 1300°C and in the
broad region of cylinder angular velocities showed the
first minimum for a bubble with an initial radius of
5×10-5 m only at about ω = 300 s-1. The question of

proper cylinder size may be solved by further modelling
results. The results of the bubble modelling at a tempe-
rature of 1400°C, pex = 1 bar and cylinder radius 0.5 m
have shown, that the position of the minima for small
bubbles was shifted towards distinctly lower angular
velocities with respect to the values presented in Fi-
gure 2. The dependence of the maximum bubble-
removal time for the bubbles of a0 = 5×10-5 m on ω
and on the three cylinder radii (with the cylinder radius
0.04 m being intended for the laboratory verification of
the results) is then depicted in Figure 6. The substantial
impact of the cylinder radius on bubble-removal times
and on the position, as well as the existence of the min-
ima in the curves showing τmax versus ω, is evident. Our
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Figure 4.  The dependence of volume concentrations of the gases in the bubble and of the bubble radius on time; t = 1400°C,
pex = 1 bar, case I, a0 = 5×10-5 m (at given temperature and pressure 1 bar), ω = 50 s-1, R0 = 0.25 m, V/V0 = 0.5 (the total pressure
sets in the cylinder at τ = 0).
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Figure 5.  The dependence between τmax and the cylinder angu-
lar velocity ω (0-200 s-1) at 1400°C, pex = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and
1 bar, a0 = 5×10-5, R0 = 0.25 m, V/V0 = 0.5. Asterisks mark the
bubble complete dissolution. Effect of external pressure.
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earlier results have already shown the significance of
the degree to which the cylinder has been filled with the
melt for bubble removal [15,16]. Figure 7 provides the
standard dependence between τmax and the cylinder
anglular velocity for the various initial bubble sizes
at 1400°C, pex = 1 bar and for a low filling level of
the cylinder with glass, equivalent to V/V0 = 0.25.
The lower values of τmax and the shift of the minima
to higher-angle velocities are evident when Figure 7 is
compared to Figure 2. The overall dependence between
τmax at various degrees to which the cylinder is filled
with glass and the cylinder-angle velocity for the
bubbles with a0 = 5×10-5 m is then depicted in Figure 8.
The shift of the minimum to higher cylinder-angle
velocities is apparent as the volume of glass in the
cylinder decreases.

The presented results show the rather complicated
behaviour of bubbles in the rotating cylinder, which can
make it difficult to determine the optimal fining condi-
tions for this centrifugal system. It is therefore neces-
sary to understand the general features of the process.

DISCUSSION

Prior to a discussion of the diverse results of bubble
modelling, the main principles of the general behaviour
of a bubble in the viscous glass and in the combined
gravitational and centrifugal field should be presented
along with the significant factors restricting its applica-
tions. The behaviour of the bubble is principally deter-
mined by gas compressibility and the direction and
intensity of the gas diffusion between the bubbles and
the glass melt, which in particular distinguishes the
behaviour of solid or liquid particles from that of
bubbles in the centrifugal field. Generally it may be
stated that conditions supporting gas diffusion from the
melt into the bubbles (melt supersaturation by gases
with respect to the bubbles) and large initial radii of the
bubbles are in favour of the mechanism of the bubble
centrifuging and shift the position of the observed
minimum of the bubble-removal time to higher cylinder
angular velocities, i.e the higher rotation velocities may
be used for effective centrifuging. The opposite condi-
tions (low glass saturation by gases and small bubbles)
lead to the complete dissolution of rather small bubbles.
The mentioned tendencies help to explain the general
shape of the curve showing the dependence between the
bubble-removal time and the cylinder angular velocity,
as is schematically presented in Figure 9. Bubbles at
low rotational velocities are mostly removed by the
combined effect of the gravitational and centrifugal
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Figure 9.  The shape of the general dependence between the
bubble-removal time, τF, in the rotating cylinder with glass melt
and the cylinder angular velocity. - centrifuging, - com-
plete dissolution.
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Figure 7.  The dependence between τmax and the cylinder an-
gular velocity ω (0-200 s-1) at 1400°C, pex = 1 bar, case I,
a0 = 5×10-5, 1×10-4, 2×10-4, 3×10-4, 5×10-4, R0 = 0.25, V/V0 =
0.25. Asterisks mark the bubble complete dissolution.
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field, and the proportional effect of the centrifugal field
increases with the rotational velocity while the bubble-
removal times decrease. Bubbles dissolve only during
their initial residence period and later grow (see Fi-
gure 3b). Once the minimum bubble-removal time is
attained, the gas diffusion out of bubbles begins to play
a more important role because of the increasing pressu-
re, the bubbles partially dissolve and the bubble-remo-
val times grow. In its maximum, the bubble-removal
time indicates an already completely dissolved bubble.
At higher cylinder-rotation velocities, bubbles comple-
tely dissolve in the glass and the bubble-dissolution
times decrease with the cylinder-rotation velocity due to
the growing pressure inside the bubbles. The minimum
in the graph at relatively low rotational speeds seems to
often be convenient for practical applications, as will be
discussed later.

The problematic factors inhibiting the potential
application of centrifugal fining may be classified as
follows:

1. A disadvantageous bubble-removal mechanism. The
complete bubble dissolution appears to be too slow
and technically problematic. Both problems will be
discussed in the section dealing with dissolution.

2. Too high absolute values of the bubble-removal times
or too high relative bubble-removal times (The rela-
tive bubble removal time is the ratio between the
bubble-removal time attained by centrifuging and the
time the bubble needs to pass through the glass layer
of the same thickness as is exhibited by the layer in
the non-rotating cylinder.).

3. Too high temperatures, which may overheat the
cylinder.

4. Too high pressures, which may mechanically desta-
bilise the cylinder.

5. Too small bubbles entering the cylinder, which are
very slowly separated by centrifuging. 

6. Too small fining performance, resulting from an
unsuitable cylinder size or content of glass.

It seems useful to discuss the impact of all of the
fining parameters with respect to the mentioned restric-
ting factors.

The position of the minimum
in the graph of τmax versus ω

The impact of temperature and initial bubble com-
position: If the glass contains a fining agent, the melt is
super-saturated by the fining gas at higher temperatures,
and the minimum is shifted to higher cylinder angular
velocities (from about 25 s-1 at 1400°C to about 45 s-1 at
1500°C for the bubble a0 = 5×10-5 m). At low tempera-
tures around 1300°C, the bubble a0 = 5×10-5 m partially

dissolves because of a low saturation of the glass by the
gases, but the low values of the diffusion coefficients
make the dissolution considerably slow and the dissolv-
ing bubble is finally removed by centrifuging even at
50 s-1. The minimum of the bubble removal time and the
bubble-dissolution region at 1300°C are located at
higher ω; the position of the minimum for the bubble
a0 = 5×10-5 m is around ω = 55 s-1 (see Figure 3). 

If no fining agents are added to the batch and dried
raw materials are used, the bubbles contain nearly
exclusively carbon dioxide and nitrogen. The low
number of the components and low saturation of the
glass by the gases enhance the bubble dissolution, as a
result of which the minimum for bubble separation time
should occur at low cylinder angular velocities. This is
especially true at temperatures of 1400 and 1500°C,
where the bubbles dissolve already at ω = 10 s-1 and the
minimum theoretically would be below this value. At
1300°C, the very slow bubble dissolution shifts the
minimum for bubble separation time to high cylinder-
rotation velocities, with the position of the minimum for
the bubble with a0 = 5×10-5 m at 1300°C being at about
300 s-1. A comparison of τmax at two temperatures,
involving the dissolution area at 1400°C and the
position of the minimum at 1300°C, is presented in
Figure 10.

The impact of pressure: If the total pressure in the
bubbles is not too high (with an angular velocity lower
than about 50 s-1 in the cylinder R0 = 0.25 m and
V/V0 = 0.5), the low external pressure reduces bubble
dissolution and shifts the position of the minimum to
higher cylinder-angle velocities. The effect of pressure
is only negligible, as can be seen in Figure 5, probably
due to the already existing chemical super-saturation of
the glass by the fining gas. 

The impact of the initial bubble size: The bubble-
dissolution time significantly increases with the bubble
size, which is why the position of the minimum and the
region of the bubble dissolution shift to a considerably
higher ω with growing a0 (see Figure 2). While the
minimum for a0 = 5×10-5 is at 25 s-1, its position shifts
to approximately 30 s-1 for a0 = 1×10-4 m and is between
ω = 100 s-1 and 200 s-1 for a0 = 2×10-4 m.

The impact of the cylinder radius and the degree to
which the cylinder is filled with glass: As R0 and V/V0

increases, so does the total pressure inside of the bub-
bles, and the tendency to bubble dissolution is
enhanced. The minimum for bubble separation time
shifts to lower cylinder-angle velocities. The impact of
the cylinder radius is shown in Figure 6, where the posi-
tion of the minimum for R0 = 0.04 m is at ω > 50 s-1, for
R0 = 0.25 m it is at 25 s-1 and for R0 = 0.5 m it would lie
below ω = 10 s-1. Figure 8 demonstrates the shift of the
minimum for bubble separation time from ω = 50 s-1 at
V/V0 = 0.25 to ω < 10 s-1 at V/V0 = 0.95.
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The role of the dissolution mechanism

Table 2 indicates that the mechanism of complete
dissolution should be slow. Here we provide a more
detailed evaluation. The values of τmax corresponding
to the dissolved bubbles presented in Table 2 did not
represent the actual maximum bubble-dissolution times.
The maximum bubble-dissolution time in the cylinder,
τdissmax = τmax, can be clarified by the following image:
imagine a bubble starting from a position close to the
shell of the rotating cylinder. If the effect of gravitation
is neglected, the bubble moves radially to the central
axis of the cylinder. The element of its radial movement
may be expressed as

(3)

Complete dissolution is a complex process,
depending on both physical and chemical parameters. If
the glass is supersaturated by gases under normal pres-
sure (the case of glass melt with a fining agent at high-
er temperatures), the bubble can not be dissolved close
to the glass level unless it is extremely small. The role
of the surface forces then becomes important and the
bubble completely dissolves owing to the high value of
the pressure term, 2σ/a. Despite the bubble's complex
behaviour in the rotating melt (pressure changes, e.g.),
the modelling results admitted sometimes to describe
the bubble complete dissolution by a linear dependence
between bubble radius and time. This assumption is
especially satisfactory for the dissolution of bubbles in
the glass without a fining agent 

(4)

where a’0 is the initial bubble radius at the given total
pressure and k (m/s) is the constant rate of bubble dis-
solution in the rotating cylinder. A substitution of Equa-
tion (4) into (3) and an integration yields

(5)

where rl is now the constant average value of the layer
of glass melt in the rotating cylinder and τdisss is the
bubble-dissolution time. If the bubble dissolves just
at the glass level, the value of τdiss is a’0    /k, after a substi-
tution of which into (5) we obtain

(6)

If the initial bubble is smaller than a’0  , it will
dissolve before reaching the glass-atmoshere interface
and its dissolution time will be lower than the value of
τdiss from Equation (6). If, on the other hand, the initial

bubble is greater than a’0 , its radial velocity will be
higher than in the case described by Equation (6), the
bubble will reach the glass level and its separation time
will also be less than in the case described by Equation
(6). A bubble dissolving right at the glass level thus
exhibits the maximum removal time, τdissmax (r0), of all
the bubbles originating at the given starting position. 

When the starting position of the bubble is shifted
towards the cylinder's centre, the value of the maximum
bubble-dissolution (and in the same time segregation)
time decreases and attains a zero value at r0 = r1. The
dissolving bubble starting close to the cylinder shell and
subsequently dissolved just at the curved glass level
therefore exhibits the maximum dissolution time of all
the dissolved bubbles 

(7)

Based on Equations (6) and (7), the value of the
maximum bubble-removal time for the dissolution
mechanism may be modelled in terms of the maximum
bubble-removal time of bubbles of different initial
sizes, starting from a position close to the cylinder shell,
an example of which is provided in Figure 11, where the
values of τmax have been calculated for bubbles dis-
solving in the glass with a fining agent at 1400°C,
pex = 1 bar and at angular velocities of 100 and 200 s-1.
Earlier results have shown that the bubble a0 = 5×10-5 m
at 100 s-1 and the bubble a0 = 1×10-4 m at 200 s-1

completely dissolved in glass. The largest dissolved
bubble at ω = 100 s-1 had a radius of 9.5×10-5 m and
τmax = 2579 s, the largest dissolved bubble at 200 s-1

exhibited a0 = 1.25×10-4 m and τmax = 1206 s. The maxi-
mum in the curve of the bubble-removal times versus
initial bubble radius is very sharp. 
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Figure 10.  The dependence between τmax and the cylinder angu-
lar velocity ω (0-400 s-1), t = 1300 and 1400°C, pex = 1 bar, case
II, a0 = 5×10-5, R0 = 0.25, V/V0 = 0.5. Asterisks mark the bubble
complete dissolution. The local pressure at the bottom and
circumference of the cylinder is given as a function of ω
in Figure 12.
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Thus, the possibility presents itself that complete
bubble dissolution may become a beneficial bubble-
removal mechanism at high cylinder-rotation velocities,
where the bubble-dissolution times should be low (see
Figure 9). When searching for a proper example, the
bubble removal (by dissolution) from the glass without
any fining agent at temperatures of 1400 and 1500°C
appears convenient. The values of τmax have therefore
been calculated by applying the here presented bubble
model (Equations (1-2)) and also by using Equation (6).
The values of a’0 in Equation (6) corresponded to the
bubble initial radii at given temperature and total
pressure at the circumference of the rotating cylinder.
Figure 12 presents both sets of τmax values for a tempe-
rature of 1400°C while Figure 13 the same values for
1500°C. The values of τmax calculated for the glass with
fining agents under the same conditions and of the total
pressure close to the cylinder shell have also been added
in the figures. In order to enable a comparison of
the dissolution mechanism with the mechanism of free
bubble rising by the gravitational force, the time of
bubble rising (a0 = 5×10-5 m) through the layer of glass
having the same thickness as the layer in the rotating
cylinder has been included.

The τmax values according to Equation (6) are
slightly higher than in the case of the bubble model, but
any τmax values at lower and medium angle velocities are
too high for effective fining. At 1400°C, the dissolution
by centrifuging starts to compete with the bubble free
rising only from about ω > 200 s-1, whereas at 1500°C
from about ω > 250 s-1. Nevertheless, the high pressures
around 15 bar (at 1400°C) and 25 bar (at 1500°C) at the
cylinder shell at the rotation rates represent a serious

obstacle for such an application. At 1300°C, bubbles in
the glass without any fining agent do not dissolve before
ω = 400 s-1, the dissolving bubbles in the glass with
a fining agent exhibit τmax = 6850 s at ω = 100 s-1 and
τmax = 3050 s at ω = 200 s-1, i.e. values also too high for
effective bubble removal.

When the data on the bubble dissolution are
summarised, the mechanism appears disadvantageous.
The maximum bubble-dissolution times (represented
by τmax) are always too high at lower rotational veloci-
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Figure 11.  The dependence between the bubble-removal time
and the initial bubble radius (a0 at given temperature and
pressure 1 bar). The bubble starting at the bottom and circum-
ference of the cylinder, case I, t = 1400°C, pex = 1 bar, ω = 100
and 200 s-1, V/V0 = 0.5. Asterisks mark the bubble complete
dissolution. The radius of the maximal dissolved bubble at
ω = 100 s-1 was 9.5×10-5 m, at ω = 200 s-1 was 1.25×10-4 m.
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Figure 12.  The dependence between the dissolution time of
the largest dissolved bubble and ω (50-600 s-1), t = 1400°C,
pex = 1 bar, case II, R0 = 0.25 m, V/V0 = 0.5. - τmax (Equation
(6)), - numerically calculated by using the here presented
bubble model (Equations (1-2)), case II); - numerically cal-
culated by using the bubble model (case I), ---- the bubble-
removal time by bubble rising for the glass layer of a thickness
of 0.074 m, a0 = 5×10-5 m, - ptot at the bottom and circumfe-
rence of the cylinder.
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Figure 13.  The dependence between the dissolution time of
the largest dissolved bubble and ω (100-600 s-1), t = 1500°C,
pex = 1 bar, case II, R0 = 0.25 m, V/V0 = 0.5. - τmax (Equation
(6)), - numerically calculated by using the here presented
bubble model (Equations (1-2)), case II); - numerically cal-
culated by using the bubble model (case I), ---- the bubble-
removal time by bubble rising for the glass layer of a thickness
of 0.074 m, a0 = 5×10-5 m, - ptot at the bottom and circumfe-
rence of the cylinder.
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ties and cannot compete with free bubble rising by the
gravitational force. The low bubble-dissolution times
at higher rotational velocities are accompanied by
pressures on the cylinder shell that are too high. High
pressures at high temperatures cause serious technical
problems. It is therefore advisable to avoid the bubble-
dissolution mechanism when selecting proper fining
conditions. 

The impact of initial bubble composition

Two initial bubble compositions have been investi-
gated in this work because of their practical importance,
namely bubbles coming from the glass with a fining
agent (case I) and bubbles in the glass without any
fining agent, potentially melted from dried raw mate-
rials (case II). Both stationary bubble compositions
are provided in Table 1. Similar features are typical for
bubbles in other glass type. The previous section argues
to avoid the use of the bubble-dissolution mechanism,
in which the initial bubble composition plays a signifi-
cant role. Following the results in the previous section,
the bubbles of the initial composition corresponding to
case II should be avoided by using the fining agent and
temperatures of 1400 and 1500°C. The bubbles of case
I exhibit complete dissolution above ω = 100 s-1 at all
examined temperatures, the interval at ω > 100 s-1

should be therefore excluded too. As a result of this
restriction, the bubbles of case I should be removed by
separation only at low cylinder-rotation velocities and
at all examined temperatures whereas bubbles of case II
do not dissolve throughout the examined range of rota-
tional velocities only at low temperature 1300°C (see
Figure 10). The minima of τmax as a function of ω for
bubbles of case I have already been presented in
Figures 2, 3 and 5-8. The use of cylinder-angle veloci-
ties, corresponding to a minimum τmax, offers a suitable
condition for centrifugal fining. The restricting factors
of the application will be discussed in the following
paragraphs of this section. 

The bubbles of case II did not dissolve at 1300°C
even at high angular velocity 400 s-1 due to very slow
diffusion of the CO2 and N2 gas out of bubbles whereas

bubble of case I dissolved easier  at the same tempera-
ture because they contain some fining gas, quickly so-
luble in the melt (see Table 1). An opportunity arises
to apply low angular velocities ω < 100 s-1 (too high
pressure sets at the cylinder circumference at ω > 100 s-1,
see Figures 12, 13) and low temperatures around
1300°C for the bubbles of case II. In order to evaluate
benefit of the mentioned conditions, the obtained values
of τmax were compared with the values of the times
which the smallest bubble needs to rise freely through
the glass layer of the same thickness as is created in the
cylinder (ω = 0). The values of τmax for the cylinder
angle velocities up to ω = 200 s-1, for bubbles of case II
and at a temperature of 1300°C as a function of a0

are presented in Figure 14. The bubble centrifuging
times, τmax, are much lower than the bubble rising times
(ω = 0), particularly at ω > 50 s-1, but high values of τmax

are seen for small bubbles. Table 3 shows that the τmax

values for bubbles of case II are lower than those of the
bubbles of case I; nevertheless, the maximum bubble-
removal times for a0 = 5×10-5 m are high for both the
bubble compositions and glasses (case I and II). This is
particularly dangerous when centrifuging glass without
any fining agent (with multicomponent II). Such glass
usually contains some tiny bubbles before centrifuging. 
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Table 3.  The dependence between τmax and a0, t =1300°C, pex = 1 bar, case I and II, ω = 25, 50 and 100 s-1, R0 = 0.25 m, V/V0 = 0.5. 

ω = 25 s-1 ω = 50 s-1 ω = 100 s-1

a0 (m) case I case II case I case II case I case II
5×10-5 31100 35500x 16000 6650 4350x 2300
1×10-4 6430 5450 1710 1220 707 420
2×10-4 1470 1290 366 289 141 98.5
3×10-4 636 566 152 127 56.6 43.2
4×10-4 349 317 81.5 71.2 29.7 24.2
5×10-4 218 202 50.8 45.5 18.4 15.4
6×10-4 150 140 34.8 31.5 12.5 10.7
x bubble dissolved

Figure 14.  The dependence between τmax and a0, t = 1300°C,
pex = 1 bar, case II, ω = 0, 50, 100 and 300 s-1, R0 = 0.25 m,
V/V0 = 0.5. All bubbles removed by separation.
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Both the initial bubble compositions and glass
compositions, obtainable after the melting process of
these batches, thus have their own regions of beneficial
conditions. The lower temperatures around 1300°C and
cylinder-angle velocities below 50-100 s-1 are suitable
for glasses without any fining agents (producing
bubbles of the composition of case II); however, practi-
cal application should be preceded by laboratory melts
to examine the occurrence of very small bubbles. At
higher temperatures, i.e. of 1400-1500°C, glass with a
fining agent has to be applied, producing bubbles of
case I, and optimal cylinder-angle velocities ranging
between 25-40 s-1. The highest fining temperatures need
to solve some technical problems, especially the way of
melt heating in the rotating cylinder.

The impact of temperature
The main interest will be aimed at the bubbles of

the case I composition because the bubbles of the case
II may be efficiently removed only at lower tempera-
tures. Figures 15-17 provide information on the beha-
viour of case I bubbles at temperatures of 1300-1500°C
in the form of τmax versus a0 dependences. To compare
the centrifuging mechanism with the bubble-rising
mechanism due to gravitation, the removal times of the
smallest bubble of a0 = 5×10-5 m rising freely through
the layer of glass having the same thickness as the layer
in the cylinder (ω = 0 s-1) is also plotted in the following
Figures 15-17. 

The values of τmax at 1300°C are below ω = 0 s-1 for
ω > 10 s-1, whereas the best values are at ω = 25-50 s-1,
and at ω ≥ 100 s-1 dissolution occurs. The τmax values for
a0 < 1×10-5 m are relatively high because of the high
glass viscosity. At 1400 and 1500°C, super-saturation
by the fining gas in the glass melt hinders the bubble
dissolution and low glass viscosity accelerates the
bubble separation by centrifuging. The values of τmax at
1400°C and ω = 100 s-1 in Figure 16 are too high for
bubbles with a0 ≤ 1×10-4 m (existence of a maximum in
τmax versus a0). The high-angle velocity may be applied
only when the small bubbles can be removed by their
having grown without rotation, otherwise the ω = 25 s-1

represents the optimal angle velocity at the given tem-
perature. It is analogous for temperatures of 1500°C in
Figure 17, where the optimal cylinder-angle velocity
occurs around ω = 40 s-1.

When trying to evaluate the relative efficiency of
centrifuging, the ratio between the average value of the
maximum bubble-removal times obtained by centrifug-
ing and the average value of bubble-removal time
acquired by rising is useful, τmax(ω)/τ (ω = 0). The
average values have been calculated involving the
bubbles with a0 in the range of 2-6×10-4 m (smaller
bubbles are not involved as they may dissolve and
deform the average value). The low value of the ratio
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Figure 15.  The dependence between τmax and a0, t = 1300°C,
pex = 1 bar, case I, ω = 0, 10, 25, 50 and 100 s-1, R0 = 0.25 m,
V/V0 = 0.5. Asterisks mark the bubble complete dissolution.
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Figure 16.  The dependence between τmax and a0, t = 1400°C,
pex = 1 bar, case I, ω = 0, 10, 25, 50 and 100 s-1, R0 = 0.25 m,
V/V0 = 0.5. Asterisks mark the bubble complete dissolution.
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Figure 17.  The dependence between τmax and a0, t = 1500°C,
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indicates high relative efficiency of centrifuging. The
average values of the maximum bubble-removal times
obtained by centrifuging or by rising and the appropri-
ate values of τmax(ω)/τ (ω = 0) for the temperatures of
1300-1500°C are summarised in Table 4. The higher
the ω, the lower the ratio obtained; the lowest relative
times, given by the factor τmax(ω)/τ (ω = 0), are obtained
at the lowest investigated temperature level of 1300°C,
the values for case II bubbles at 1300°C are still slight-
ly lower as compared to those of case I (the bubbles in
case I contain some fining gas which is diffusing out of
bubbles during centrifuging and decreases the bubble
radius). The values at 1400 and 1500°C differ only
slightly; the application of the highest values of ω is
restricted by the dissolution of small bubbles, as already
mentioned.

The preferred temperature thus lies at 1400-1500°C;
the glass containing a fining agent is preferred and
the optimal cylinder-angle velocities are 25-40 s-1. The
application of the lower temperature of 1300°C prefers
the usage of a glass without any fining agent. Then, the
relative fining times (a0 = 2×10-4 ¬ 6×10-4 m) are the
lowest, but the absolute values are high for very small
bubbles. It is recommended to investigate the possibili-
ty of bubble growth prior to centrifuging for case II.

The impact of pressure

Reduced pressure restricts the bubble dissolution or
supports the bubble growth and can accelerate bubble
separation using centrifuging. The effect may be appar-
ent and significant only at lower total pressures, i.e. at
lower cylinder-angle velocities. Figures 18-20 provide a
comparison between τmax obtained from centrifuging
and the values resulting from free bubble rising through
the corresponding layer of glass under the effect of
gravitation (ω = 0 s-1 in the figures). These figures show
that the absolute values of the maximum bubble-
removal times decrease with decreasing pressure, but
the ability to compete with free bubble rising through
the glass level (ω = 0 s-1) becomes smaller. At 1400°C
and a pressure of 0.1 bar, the bubble removal by free
rising is faster than centrifuging at the respective ω
value up to about a0 = 4-5×10-4 m (see Figure 19), which
is roughly valid also for a temperature of 1300°C. The
ratios τmax(ω)/τ (ω = 0), expressing the relative signifi-
cance of centrifuging with respect to free bubble rising,
are summarised in Tables 5 and 6. The results in both
tables provide evidence about the diminishing competi-
tiveness of centrifuging as external pressure decreases.
The values of the ratio τmax(ω)/τ (ω = 0) are lower at
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Table 4.  The dependence between the ratio τmax (ω = 0)/τmax (ω) for a0 = 2-6×10-4 m, t = 1300, 1400 and 1500°C, pex = 1 bar,
case I, ω = 0-100 s-1, R0 = 0.25 m, V/V0 = 0.5. The values in parentheses are valid for case II. 

Auxiliary table
τmax (ω)/τmax (ω = 0) τmax (ω) (s)

ω (s-1) t = 1300°C t = 1400°C t = 1500°C t = 1300°C t = 1400°C t = 1500°C
0 4212 694 252
10 1.73 (1.72) 1.38 1.25 7306 956 315
25 0.13 (0.12) 0.25 0.25 565 171 62.5
50 0.033 (0.027) 0.095 0.095 137 65.7 24.0
100 0.012 (0.009) 0.062 0.081 51.6 43.1 20.3

Figure 18.  The dependence between τmax and a0, t = 1400°C,
pex = 0.5 bar, case I, ω = 0, 10, 25, 50 and 100 s-1, R0 = 0.25 m,
V/V0 = 0.5. Asterisks mark the bubble complete dissolution.
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Figure 19.  The dependence between τmax and a0, t = 1400°C,
pex = 0.1 bar, case I, ω = 0, 10, 25, 50 and 100 s-1, R0 = 0.25 m,
V/V0 = 0.5. Asterisks mark the bubble complete dissolution.
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1300°C, but the differences between the two tempera-
tures disappear at lower pressures (see the values at
pex = 0.25 and 0.1 bar in both tables). The dissolution
mechanism has not been completely suppressed, as
proved by the asterisks in the figures. At higher ω, the
dissolution mechanism makes the centrifuging far less
advantageous (see maximum of τmax for ω = 100 s-1 and
a0 around 2×10-4 m in Figure 19). In addition, the simul-
taneous application of both centrifuging and low pres-
sure will certainly involve technical problems. The com-
plete bubble dissolution at higher ω is not suppressed
because of the relatively high total pressures. The rela-
tive effect of reduced pressures diminishes as pressure
decreases. The decrease in the absolute values of τmax

makes the temperatures around 1400°C with pressures

around 0.5 bar and optimal cylinder rotation velocities
around 25 s-1 potentially applicable. 

The impact of the cylinder radius and the degree
to which the cylinder is filled with glass

An increasing cylinder radius accelerates the
bubble centrifuging but is also favourable for the disso-
lution of small bubbles. A greater cylinder radius thus
requires lower cylinder angular velocities to avoid the
dissolution process. Various types of glass, characte-
rised by bubbles of certain sizes and compositions are
expected to have different optimal cylinder radii. This is
different from the ideal case, when the bubbles are com-
pletely resistant to dissolution and the fining perfor-
mance continuously increases with the cylinder radius.
The rising amount of glass in the cylinder (the decreasing
value of rl in Equation (1b)) increases the volume of
the fined glass but also supports the bubble dissolution
and increases the values of τmax. Both in the case of not
dissolving and dissolving bubbles, the values of τmax

tend towards constant values when rl becomes smaller
(and the amount of glass in the cylinder increased) and
on the other side the fining performance of the cylinder
goes to zero if rl → R0 (then, the glass volume in the
cylinder is very low).

The changes of both R0 and rl substantially affect
the fining capacity of the cylinder, therefore is the fic-
tive cylinder fining performance has been introduced,
defined as

(8)

where the value of τmax refers to the value of optimal
cylinder-angle velocity.
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Table 5.  The dependence between the ratio τ (ω = 0)/τmax (ω) for a0 = 2-6×10-4 m, t = 1400°C, pex = 0.1-1 bar, case I, ω = 0-100 s-1,
R0 = 0.25 m, V/V0 = 0.5.

Auxiliary table
τmax (ω)/τmax (ω = 0) τmax (ω) (s)

ω (s-1) pex = 1 bar pex = 0.5 bar pex = 0.25 bar pex = 0.1 bar pex = 1 bar pex = 0.5 bar pex = 0.25 bar pex = 0.1 bar
0 694 300 119 44.9
10 1.38 1.35 1.64 2.01 956 404 195 90.1
25 0.25 0.33 0.59 1.20 171 100 70.8 53.9
50 0.095 0.17 0.41 1.18 65.7 50.9 48.6 53.0
100 0.062 0.20 0.79 4.48 43.1 59.4 94.4 201

Table 6.  The dependence between the ratio τ (ω = 0)/τmax (ω) for a0 = 2-6×10-4 m, t = 1300°C, pex = 0.1-1 bar, case I, ω = 0-100 s-1,
R0 = 0.25 m, V/V0 = 0.5.

Auxiliary table
τmax (ω)/τmax (ω = 0) τmax (ω) (s)

ω (s-1) pex = 1 bar pex = 0.5 bar pex = 0.25 bar pex = 0.1 bar pex = 1 bar pex = 0.5 bar pex = 0.25 bar pex = 0.1 bar
0 4212 1564 413 101
10 1.73 1.75 2.11 2.69 7306 2734 871 272
25 0.13 0.27 0.73 2.26 565 427 303 228
50 0.033 0.093 0.40 2.25 137 145 166 227
100 0.012 0.045 0.25 1.92 51.6 70.8 105 194

Figure 20.  The dependence between τmax and a0, t = 1300°C,
pex = 0.5 bar, case I, ω = 0, 10, 25, 50 and 100 s-1, R0 = 0.25 m,
V/V0 = 0.5. Asterisks mark the bubble complete dissolution.
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The dependences of the fictive cylinder performan-
ce on the cylinder radius and the amount to which the
cylinder is filled with glass are plotted in Figures 21 and
22. The bubble radii a0 = 5×10-5 m, 1×10-4 m and 2×10-4 m
have been taken into account as the potential minimum
sizes of the bubbles in the cylinder. The values of the
optimal cylinder-angle velocities are presented close to
the relevant points in both figures. When increasing the
cylinder radius or the degree to which it is filled with
glass or when decreasing the bubble radius, the shift of
the optimal cylinder-angle velocities to lower values is
obvious from both figures. The fictive fining perform-
ances for smaller bubbles in Figure 21 increase with the
cylinder radius, but the very low optimum angular

velocities in both cases will not make a further increase
in R0 possible (the cylinder bottom is completely cove-
red by the glass melt and the effect of centrifuging is
very limited). The optimal cylinder radius for bubbles
with a0 = 2×10-4 m is then around R0 = 0.25 m. Figure 22
shows the growth of Vfict with a decreasing cylinder
fill for both larger bubbles. The impact of the cylinder
filling for the bubble a0 = 5×10-5 m is not significant.
The fictive fining performances incline towards zero as
V/V0 → 1 and the optimum filling at V/V0 < 0.5 may be
expected, because Vfict → 0 when V/V0 → 0 (rl → R0).
The high fining performances of centrifuging when the
very small bubbles are absent are remarkable. 

The results show that the optimal cylinder radius as
well as the optimal degree to which the cylinder should
be filled with glass depends on the type of glass. The
undesired dissolution mechanism of the small bubbles
at high cylinder radii restricts the optimal cylinder
radius  to values around 0.5 m, and the decrease in the
glass volume inside the cylinder puts the optimum glass
fill of the cylinder to values around V/V0 = 0.25, low
values however limit the throughput. However, the
application of small cylinder radii, a low level of cylin-
der filled with glass and a preliminary removal of the
smallest bubbles from the glass shift the optimal cylin-
der-angle velocities to high values.

CONCLUSION

Since glass fining is slow in comparison with other
melting processes, the application of the centrifugal
force provides a chance to accelerate the whole melting
process. However, the gas compressibility and particu-
larly the reaction of the gases with the glass melt make
the application of centrifuging relatively complicated.
Both rate and quality of centrifugal fining are influen-
ced by several factors, namely temperature, pressure,
bubble size and bubble and glass composition, cylinder-
rotation velocity, cylinder size and the degree to which
it is filled with glass. The crucial role in the process is,
however, played by the physical-chemical factors - gas
species, number of different gas species and concentra-
tions in the bubbles, their solubility in glass and their
diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficients of gases
were considered constant with pressure, which fact may
influence the result accuracy at higher values of ω (pro-
bably at ω > 50 s-1). Nevertheless, the optimum values
of the cylinder angular velocities moved below this
value.  The undesired dissolution mechanism occurs for
small bubbles whenever the pressure inside the bubbles
increases because of high cylinder angular velocities,
cylinder high radius, thick layer of glass in the cylinder
or when glass is undersaturated by gases with respect to
their partial pressures in bubbles. These factors reduce
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Figure 21.  The dependence between the fictive cylinder per-
formance, Vfict in m3s-1 (or P is the amount of refined glass
in t/day), and the cylinder radius at the optimal cylinder angu-
lar velocity; t = 1400°C, pex = 1 bar, case I, a0 = 5×10-5; 1×10-4;
2×10-4 m, R0 = 0.04; 0.25; 0.5 m, V/V0 = 0.5. ω near points are
the optimal angular velocities.).
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Figure 22.  The dependence between the fictive cylinder per-
formance, Vfict in m3s-1 (or P is the amount of refined glass
in t/day), and the degree to which the cylinder is filled with
glass at the optimal cylinder angular velocity; t = 1400°C,
pex = 1 bar, case I, ω near points are the optimal angular velo-
cities, a0 = 5×10-5; 1×10-4; 2×10-4 m, R0 = 0.25, V/V0 = 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, 0.95.
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the applicable conditions of the centrifugal fining and
lead to a search for the optimal cylinder angular veloci-
ties for the given set of the remaining conditions.
Despite the complicated bubble behaviour aspects men-
tioned in this paper, relatively small rotating cylinders
exhibit high fining performances under the presented
proper conditions, and their application is promising.
The laboratory verification is needed, consequently, the
laboratory furnace with rotating crucible is constructed
to verify the modelling results. The modelling of glass
centrifugal fining in the continuous regime is desirable.
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TAVENÍ SKEL A JEHO INOVAÈNÍ POTENCIÁL:
ODSTRAÒOVÁNÍ BUBLIN ZA ÚÈINKU

ODSTØEDIVÉ SÍLY

LUBOMÍR NÌMEC, VLADISLAVA TONAROVÁ

Laboratoø anorganických materiálù,
Spoleèné pracovištì Ústavu anorganické chemie AVÈR, v.v.i.

a Vysoké školy chemicko-technologické v Praze

Tato práce se zabývá odstraòováním bublin z rotujícího
válce se skelnou taveninou za úèinku gravitaèní a odstøedivé
síly. Byl vyvinut  model chování jednotlivých bublin v taveninì
za tìchto podmínek a provedena parametrická modelová studie
odstraòování bublin v závislosti na teplotì, tlaku, poèáteèní
velikosti a složení bublin, úhlové rychlosti rotace, polomìru
rotujícího válce a stupni jeho plnìní taveninou. Byla rovnìž
vyšetøována role obou nalezených mechanismù odstraòování
bublin, tj. jejich kompletního rozpuštìní v taveninì a separace
smìrem ke støedu válce. Byl nalezen obecný charakter závis-
losti nejdelší doby odstranìní bublin na úhlové rychlosti rotace,
který dovoluje definovat optimální rychlost rotace pro prak-
tické využití. Rovnìž byly hodnoceny oba mechanismy
odstraòování bublin se závìrem, že rozpouštìní bublin je
nevýhodný mechanismus a musí být potlaèen. Pro chování
bublin a efektivnost jejich odstraòování má velký význam
jejich interakce s taveninou, tedy fyzikální i chemické rozpust-
nosti a difúzní koeficienty plynù pøítomných v taveninì. Studie
byla provedena se zámìrem vyhodnotit použití odstøedivé síly
pro nová uspoøádání tavení skel. 
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